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4336-1 Degas

Spring/Summer
4206-1 Green Pearl
Originally, the roof tops of our parliament buildings were a shiny copper brown,
but as the saying goes, with age comes distinction. The Peace Tower on Parliament
Hill was the inspiration for my choice of Green Pearl.
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4187-1 Nasca Lines
The colour of Rideau Falls when lit at night and the corn stalks at the Central
Experimental Farm were the inspiration for this versatile colour. Nasca Lines is the
perfect complement to the rest of my colour selections.
4336-1 Degas
This Purple is a feminine twist on a classic grey. An energetic shade, it is sure to add
flare to any living space.

1071-4 Adobe
5135-1 Moon Grey
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Fall/Winter
1071-4 Adobe
This sharp, fiery shade selection was inspired by the fall leaves in Gatineau Park.
Nowhere else in nature can you enjoy such energetic colours.
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5135-1 Moon Grey
This stately, luminescent shade of grey was inspired by Rideau Hall, the Governor
General’s residence. Like so much of the classic architecture in Ottawa, the colour
is reminiscent of our young country’s proud history.
4284-2 Skate
Every Canadian should have the chance to enjoy skating on the Rideau Canal with a
loved one. On a moody winter day, lazily gliding down the Rideau Canal, you can
see glimpses of this tasteful shade.

